Veerayatan is an international charitable organization that aims to empower people through Selfless service, Quality education and Spiritual development, without any discrimination of Caste, Creed, Race or Religion.

Attractive Scholarship Schemes for Meritorious students
(On the basis of aggregate percentage result of 12th Science)

- 50% scholarship for student’s securing 70% & above.
- 25% scholarship for student’s securing 60% to 69.99%.

Achievements
Our students secured top ranks in Kutch district.
VEERAYATAN GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS
Faculty of Engineering & Faculty of Management believes that sustainable development is possible by translating the latest knowledge in sciences and engineering into technologies. High quality engineering education can help students from all backgrounds to excel and propel to have higher goals in their lives.
SALIENT FEATURES

- AICTE & GTU approved institute
- More than 7,00,000 Sq.ft. of Construction Area for Campus
- In-house Hostel Facility for boys and girls separately
- In-house Dining Facility with hygienic and nutritious food
- Kutch's biggest Sports Complex
- Imparting excellent education by qualified and experienced faculty
- Enthusiastic approach of teaching with innovative methods
- Full-fledged laboratories with latest equipment for practical performance
- Separate tutorial rooms for practice sessions
- Innovative Smart Class with projector system
- Library equipped with all GTU approved books, reference books and journals
- Separate Computer Lab, Language Lab and Internet Lab for students' access to global knowledge
- Enthusiastic Campus Placement Committee
- Innovative opportunities for holistic development.

60 Acres of eco-friendly campus with ultramodern facilities provides an inspiring atmosphere that helps in moulding student's character along with professional education.

Eligibility for Admission
12th Science Pass with A or AB group with GUJCET-2011 appeared Admission through ACPC
JOIN US FOR A GREAT CAREER IN ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT

All are cordially invited to visit the campus

VEERAYATAN GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING & FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT

HARI PAR, Bhuj-Mandvi Road, Tal. Mandvi - Kutch. Pin: 370 460 Tel: 02834-275261 Fax: 02834-275268
Email: mahesh@veerayatan.org, foefom@veerayatan.org Website: www.veerayatan.org
H.O.: JAKHANIA, Bhuj-Mandvi Highway, Mandvi-Kutch, Gujarat - 370 460.
Phone: (02834) 275483, 275245 Mobile: 9727507795, 9428895067